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NIMS University Rajasthan, Jaipur is one of the leading universities in India and one of the largest self-financed university in Rajasthan, is structured as a composite model university. A legendary in quality teaching and action oriented research in all disciplines, the university is located in a sprawling campus surrounded by the Aravali hills and in one of the country's most picturesque cities, Jaipur, the NIMS University stands tall in Aravali hills along the Jaipur-Delhi Highway, boasting of its State-of-the-Art infrastructure.

Established under the NIMS University Act, 2008, enacted by the Government of Rajasthan and recognized by the Government of India Under the provisions of Sections 2(f) of the University Grants Commissions Act, 1956, it is among the few professional universities in the Nation that has all the modern amenities and provides the highest caliber of education in a variety of degree courses. The University is recognized by MCI, DCI, PCI, INC, RNC, BCI, AICTE, RPC, COA and AIU.
Dear Aspirants,

I, with immense pleasure, welcome you to the sprawling campus of Nims University, Jaipur, a Leading University in India and Ranked No.1 Self Financed University in North India. A journey that is embarked by you upon pathways that continued lead you to become a good Doctor, Engineer, Architect, Scientist, Administrator & other Professional to Serve Humanity.

Nims University, situated in the lap of Aravali hills and natural Serene Beauty, stands for great educational vision. We, at Nims University believe in the commitment of quality of academics, as the empirical value of freedom can only be realized through education that helps in the exploration of the new horizons facing human civilization. We aim at creating an environment where innovation and creative enterprise will flourish to establish the highest standards in the Indian and International Scenario. Education has no boundaries as it is not limited to the classrooms. With this view, along with academic excellence, we believe in molding our students to be outstanding in all extra-curricular activities too. University alone cannot stand without the support and hard work of their students, so we expect a commitment from our students for doing the best.

The University emphasizes on training to the students keeping in view the employability and placement in Government Departments and Reputed Organizations. Personality and skill Development and Empowering Students & Young Professionals as per Industry need through short training programs and specific module courses are the unique employment-oriented training programs being run by the Nims University. There have been near to 100% placement of the students of our University.

Large number of students from all over India and Overseas have opted Nims University as a preferred Institute for their higher education as there are lots of avenues for the students in Nims University.

With these Credentials of Nims University, my message to the beloved aspirants is “JOIN US…FEEL THE DIFFERENCE… and I assure you that your dreams come true.”

Prof. (Dr.) Balvir Singh Tomar
Chairman & Chancellor
NIMS University
Pursuing Excellence
NIMS University’s evolution from a microcosm of educational excellence to an internationally recognised name in higher education can be seen as a rapid rise to prominence. NIMS is focused on creating an immersive teaching – learning with real life industry experience. This is best done by working hands on to create future ready professionals, who are employable. Many years of optimism and excellence is what has enabled us to push forward and redefine what’s possible. The School of Journalism and Mass Communication partners in training with News India 24x7 Channel, Keeping in view the current technology trends, innovations in journalism & up to date workflows for news television. They shall comprise of reporting, anchoring, breaking news, news production, different departments of a news channel, writing for television news, the news room scenario, operations-live PCR/ Camera/technical overview of modern television newsroom & Digital Media.

The School Of Journalism and Mass Communication has brilliant academic relationships, knowledge partners & International tie-ups. Valuing Imagination is our next key point. We value imagination in a much broader sense. It’s amazing how technology gives us new pathways to learn and create. We don’t just train you-you’ll explore and discover creative tools to understand their full potential. Your technological tools are integrated in your learning spaces, projects and curriculum. NIMS’s dedication to innovative curricula is to be commended and is consistent with what today’s dynamic, technology-rich global economy demands from its professionals. Our progressive educational approach puts students and graduate success at the forefront of the University’s mission and creates confident, competent graduates who are ready to take on the world…So bon voyage!!!
Why Choose NIMS

Accreditation
RATED AMONG
101-150 RANK BAND
YEAR 2021
IN UNIVERSITY CATEGORY BY
nirf
NATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL RANKING FRAMEWORK
Ministry of Education, Govt. of India

ACCRREDITED BY:
NAAC
NATIONAL ASSSESSMENT AND ACCREDITATION COUNCIL
An autonomous institution of the University Grants Commission

40+ Awards and Rankings

Internships & Placements
In-House National Hindi news channel News India 24X7 and Associations with Leading Media Brands Across Print, Electronic and Digital Medium.

PRACTICAL TRAINING AT

Faculty
Qualified and Industry Experienced Teacher for the Holistic Growth of Students.

Education-Loan
Listed with major Government Lenders like Vidyalakshmi Portal etc.
SCHOLARSHIP WILL BE OFFERED FOR THE SESSION 2022-2023, AS PER THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA GIVEN BELOW

IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER

*Scholarship will not be applicable on Diploma Paramedical, Nursing, Pharmacy and Architecture & PHD, PGBJ, PR & Event management, Anchoring & Reporting, Video Editing & Post Production, Integrated documentary film making, Photo Journalism, Graphic & Web Designing, Radio content & management programs offered at NIMS University.
New Batch Students Are Getting Hands On Training

@ News India Channel
OUR ALUMNI HAVE WORKED AT THE WORLD’S TOP COMPANIES

ROHIT SINGH
MEDIA & MASS COMMUNICATION
TROOPEL.COM
CHANNEL HEAD

CHANDRSHRI RAJPUR
MEDIA & MASS COMMUNICATION
SUDHARAPAN NEWS CHANNEL
ANCHOR/ PRODUCER

MEGHA
MEDIA & MASS COMMUNICATION
NEWSPAPER LIVE
SUB EDITOR

MAMTA SHARMA
MEDIA & MASS COMMUNICATION
ANB NEWS, PUNJAB
INPUT EDITOR

Ankuj Rana
Bilal Bali
Saurabh Jaiswal
Shreya Verma